Mental illness represents a considerable – and growing – proportion of the global burden of disease. An estimated one in two people will experience a mental illness in their lifetime, and around one in five working-age adults suffer from mental ill-health at any given time (OECD, 2012; OECD, 2015). Depression alone affects millions of individuals each year. Figure 3.17 shows self-reported prevalence of depression in Europe. On average, 12-month prevalence of depression was 7.9% of the population. Women reported higher rates of depression in all countries; in Spain, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland women were more than 50% more likely to report experiencing depression in the previous year than men, rising to 66% in Portugal. People in Iceland or Ireland were close to three times more likely to report depression than people in the Czech Republic (Figure 3.17). These differences are in part driven by different attitudes and understandings around mental ill-health and depression. Lower stigma around depression may contribute to higher rates of self-reported illness, and higher rates of diagnosis.

When people are suffering from a mental disorder, it has significant consequences across their lives, contributing to poorer educational outcomes, higher rates of unemployment, and poorer physical health. In serious cases depression and other mental illnesses, such as bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, can lead to people harming themselves, or even dying from suicide (McDaid et al., 2017). There are other complex reasons that contribute to the rate of death by suicide. The social context, poverty, substance abuse, and unemployment are all associated with higher rates of suicide.

Suicide remains a significant cause of death in many OECD countries. Figure 3.15 shows that in 2015 suicide rates were lowest in South Africa, Turkey, Greece and Colombia with fewer than five deaths by suicide per 100 000 population. Lithuania had the highest suicide rate, with 29 deaths per 100 000, followed by Korea and the Russian Federation. Some caution is needed when comparing suicide rates between countries. Mortality rates are based on numbers of deaths divided by the size of the corresponding population. The rates have been age-standardised to the OECD population. The source is the WHO Mortality Database; suicides are classified under ICD-10 codes X60-X84, Y870. Estimates of the prevalence of depression are derived from the second wave of the European Health Interview Survey. Respondents were asked: “During the past 12 months, have you had any of the following diseases or conditions?” with the list including depression. Self-reported data on depression may be subject to under-diagnosis and reporting errors. Studies from several European countries show more variation between countries in self-reported data on mental illness than on other survey methods.
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Note: Self-reported prevalence of depression in the past 12 months.